S U PPL EMENT

File Analysis & Management: Use Cases
One size fits all is a myth when it comes to file analysis tools, which
is why ZL File Analysis and Management is built with the flexibility
required to handle the full spectrum of file analysis needs

ZL’s File Analysis and
Management (ZL FAM) offering
is a powerful and versatile tool,
capable of handling projects
along the full length of the
file analysis spectrum. From
a simple metadata scan to a
full-fledged file cleanup and
governance project, ZL FAM
is flexible enough to meet
the diverse needs of various
file analysis projects. This
degree of versatility gives ZL
FAM a long list of use cases,
from preventing internal data
breaches to assisting with
cloud migrations:

CLEANUP

SHAREPOINT

Files are being generated at a record
pace, and the time and money associated
with keeping up on the storage front
are skyrocketing. Through advanced
visualization, data analysis and remediation
capabilities, ZL FAM helps companies
reduce their storage footprint, making
functions like eDiscovery and records
management much less painful endeavors.

Keeping track of sprawling SharePoint
sites is a near impossible task, especially
for large enterprises. This sprawl leads
to dark repositories whose information
cannot be accounted for. ZL’s offering
allows customers insight into these
SharePoint sites, and allows them to
establish management policies to clean up
their SharePoint systems.

SECURITY

H E A LT H DATA

Most enterprise security is focused
on building walls, keeping the external
hackers from accessing company systems.
But in 2015, 43% of data breaches were
caused by internal actors, half of which
were unintentional. Through the use of
audit trails, full access privilege control,
and ZL breach alerts, ZL FAM gives
customers the tools they need to secure
their files from the inside out.

In the last two years, 91% of all healthcare
organizations have reported having at
least one data breach. That frequency is
no surprise given that stolen healthcare
records can be worth up to 10 times as
much as stolen credit card numbers. ZL
FAM helps companies locate, manage
and restrict access to protected health
information (PHI), offering peace of mind
to overworked security teams.

M I G R AT I O N S

DIVESTITURES

Changing archiving systems offers
companies a fresh start. But this isn’t
entirely true if the new system is weighed
down by deadweight data. Before
migrating, ZL FAM helps companies
through advanced metadata and content
analysis to clean up dark data and get a
fresh start with only business critical data.

When companies split, so too does
their data. While separating company
data correctly sounds easy in theory, it
is much harder in practice. By helping
companies determine data owners and
identify existing information structures,
ZL FAM helps make for a smooth, and
more importantly defensible, divestiture
process for all involved parties.
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